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ride on a country road becomes a much less daunting, frightening experience.
Contrast this to the experience of a friend of mine riding through similar country on a fundraiser ride here in
Gippsland who was passed close and fast by a big 4wd with a boat trailer attached. He was able to confront
the driver further up and was told, "Well, you dont pay rego!" as if that meant the rider was fair game. The
driver was indicating he was oblivious to any sense, and definitely any law, that care needed to be taken
around a vulnerable road user like a bicycle rider rightfully sharing the roadspace. Many of our drivers
display this attitude including the younger ones who have more recently recieved driver training.
A passing distance law will go a long way to addressing such behaviour. In the safe bicycle riding countries
of Europe such as I have experienced, a driver does not pass at speed unless appropriate clearance has been
given.
This is the experience for Australian bicycle users which has to become normal - the sound of the engine
lowering in an approaching vehicle in the same lane. And the expectation that the driver will pass at an
appropriate distance.
This will go a long way to re-normalising cycling in Australia with the attendant health, environmental and
financial benefits for the whole community.
Led by bike concious societies in Europe, passing distance laws are becoming commonplace throughout the
world and other states of Australia and are getting statistical results.
Our policies regarding cycling have not all been all that good for many years. We have only emphasised
head protection without a clear statistical benefit when separated infrastructure and laws to require drivers to
take care are what makes the difference.
A passing distance law is a way to begin a real change for the better.
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